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Effective developmental feedback promotes a balanced and authentic view of employees’ current state, thereby addressing strengths and weaknesses of employees. The authors address how organizations’ increased emphasis on positivity can be reconciled with the delivery of negative feedback. Drawing on principles from positive psychology, the authors outline strategies managers can implement to increase the likelihood that negative feedback interventions will yield improved performance while promoting employee well-being.
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A primary goal of performance management is to foster employees' sustained ability to change and improve (Aguinis, 2009). Despite its decidedly positive orientation, performance management can involve setbacks and discouraging outcomes such as negative performance feedback. Many managers deal with the potential for negativity by avoiding negative feedback exchanges (e.g., Moss & Sanchez, 2004), therein doing organization members a disservice by withholding information that can target areas for behavior change, drive employee development, and ultimately improve work performance (e.g., Medvedeff, Gregory, & Levy, 2008; Smither & Walker, 2004). In the context of annual performance management cycles, managers may withhold informal negative feedback throughout the year only to blindsight employees with a negative review at the end of the performance cycle.

Organization members may justify their aversion to negative feedback by citing the high failure rate of feedback interventions. A meta-analysis by Kluger and DeNisi (1996) concluded that feedback interventions reduce performance more than one third of the time. Feedback needs to be perceived as accurate and constructive in order to enable behavior change (Ilgen, Fisher, & Taylor, 1979; Taylor, Fisher, & Ilgen, 1984), and without thoughtful delivery negative feedback is unlikely to generate such perceptions in the feedback recipient. Even merely satisfactory feedback (e.g., telling employees that they “meet expectations” as opposed to “exceed expectations”) is linked to negative consequences such as decreased organizational commitment (Pearce & Porter, 1986).

Kluger and DeNisi’s (1996) commonly cited directive to enhance the effectiveness of feedback interventions by keeping the feedback focused on the task rather than the task's enactor does not redress the powerful self-protective processes that automatically accompany the receipt of negative feedback messages (e.g., Ilies, De Pater, & Judge, 2007). For feedback to have a
positive effect on performance, employees need to accept and act upon the feedback information they receive (Anseel & Lievens, 2009). Unfortunately, employees often cope with negative feedback by dismissing the feedback as inaccurate (Anseel & Lievens, 2006). One way to mitigate this tendency to reject negative feedback messages is to prime strategies that enable employees to more effectively regulate the negative emotion aroused by the feedback message and to focus their attention on the message contents. We argue that implementing perspectives from the positive psychology literature can increase the likelihood that negative feedback interventions will facilitate performance improvement. Our goal is to expose our audience of psychologist-managers to strategies that help employees regulate their emotions more effectively when confronted with negative feedback.

POSITIVE PERSPECTIVES ON NEGATIVE FEEDBACK

Negative feedback may seem irreconcilable within a positive framework given positive psychology's inherent focus on personal strengths (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). We maintain, however, that positive perspectives also have an important place when attention shifts to people's weaknesses. Effective developmental feedback promotes a balanced and authentic view of the employee's current state. We believe that this notion of balance often gets lost when scholars and practitioners approach organizational behavior from a positive perspective, a concern echoed by Fineman (2006) and Kaiser (2009). Positive psychology is often applied within a one-sided framework in which the focus is purely on personal strengths. The proliferation of tools such as StrengthsFinder (Buckingham & Clifton, 2001; Rath, 2007) and the Reflected Best Self Portrait (Roberts, Dutton, Spreitzer, Heaphy, & Quinn, 2005) reflect this perspective by offering people information about their signature strengths, largely neglecting areas that employees should target for improvement and ignoring the important role that negative feedback plays in self-regulation.
We wish to emphasize that we are not advocating a deficit perspective wherein employees' weaknesses are disproportionately emphasized during feedback interventions; rather, we are advocating a balanced perspective within which negative feedback has a rightful place (Bouskila-Yam & Kluger, 2011).

The practice of singularly focusing on the positive is consistent with hedonism, or the motivation to approach pleasure and avoid pain (see Kahneman, Diener, & Schwartz, 1999). An alternative conceptualization of happiness is afforded by eudemonic well-being (Waterman, 1993), which emphasizes existing as one's true self (Ilies, Morgeson, & Nahrgang, 2005). A key aspect of such an existence is authenticity— an awareness and acceptance of one's positive and negative attributes (Kernis, 2003). In essence, to experience authentic self-awareness, it is critical to know about one's strengths and weaknesses (Ryff & Keyes, 1995). This notion of authenticity is prevalent in the leadership literature (e.g., Gardner, Avolio, Luthans, May, & Walumbwa, 2005), but has been not been acknowledged in the performance management literature.

In this article, we establish the importance of negative feedback in the development process and discuss the manner in which people tend to respond to negative feedback. Next, we recommend empirically based strategies that feedback givers can employ to foster positive emotions that can undo the negative emotions aroused by negative feedback (Fredrickson, Mancuso, Branigan, & Tugade, 2000). We also argue that fostering positive emotions during negative feedback exchanges has significant downstream consequences including greater feedback acceptance and use, a more positive feedback orientation, increased positive psychological capital, and enhanced performance. Our arguments are summarized in the model.
presented in Figure 1, which draws upon Fredrickson's (2000, 2001) broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions and performance management research (e.g., London & Smither, 2002).

THE VALUE OF NEGATIVE FEEDBACK

Feedback can assume a variety of forms, and perhaps the most common way of conceptualizing feedback information is by considering its valence. It is not surprising that positive feedback tends to be more desirable to employees and more readily accepted upon its delivery (e.g., Brett & Atwater, 2001; Facteau, Facteau, Schoel, Russell, & Poteet, 1998; Stone & Stone, 1985); whereas negative feedback tends to be avoided, mitigated, or outright rejected (Moss & Sanchez, 2004). Although negative feedback is often portrayed as a painful motivation killer—the self-determination literature espouses this view by linking negative feedback to lower levels of intrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000)—ample empirical evidence suggests that negative feedback can guide performance improvement.

Control theory approaches to self-regulation view behavior as goal-directed and feedback-controlled; that is, people use feedback to evaluate their performance relative to their goals (Carver & Scheier, 1998). Control theory rests on the assumption that when disparities between the current level of performance and the target (i.e., goal) level of performance are perceived, people are motivated to reduce them (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996; Taylor et al., 1984). Negative performance feedback explicitly directs attention to performance-goal discrepancies, motivating people to try harder or to shift behavioral strategies in order to reduce the discrepancy between their current state and the standard (e.g., Podsakoff & Farh, 1989). Bandura and Cervone (1986) found that self-dissatisfaction triggered the increased effort that enabled participants to bridge the gap and attain the performance standard. One implication of Bandura and Cervone's (1986) findings is that the process of self-improvement often entails a brief period
of discomfort. Of course, such discomfort should not be prolonged. Repeated negative feedback will almost certainly backfire; feedback recipients will instead reject the feedback or lower the standard rather than try harder to attain the desired level of performance (e.g., Campion & Lord, 1982).

Despite the necessity of negative feedback for increasing awareness of sub-optimal performance and guiding learning and development efforts, supervisors tend to be reluctant to give negative feedback (Bond & Anderson, 1987; Larson, 1986; Moss & Martinko, 1998). Many managers testify that giving negative feedback to subordinates is one of the most unpleasant tasks they face (Veiga, 1988). Research on the mum effect—the hesitancy of individuals to transmit undesirable news—suggests that people will delay providing bad news as long as possible (Tesser & Rosen, 1975). Baron (1988, 1990) detailed how the tendency to postpone negative feedback backfires as managers abstain from criticism until their annoyance essentially overflows and they provide feedback in a destructive manner, thereby virtually ensuring its rejection. Negative feedback messages also tend to be more ambiguous in an effort to make them more palatable (e.g., Geddes & Baron, 1997). Thus, negative feedback often gets watered down until it is easy to discount and virtually useless.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN PEOPLE GET NEGATIVE FEEDBACK?
The receipt of feedback is an intense affective event (e.g., Ilies et al., 2007). Immediate reactions to feedback are primarily affective (Shrauger, 1975). In line with the motive to self-enhance (Swann & Schroeder, 1995) and the operation of underlying behavioral activation and behavioral inhibition systems (Gray, 1990), people instinctively respond positively to favorable feedback evaluations and negatively to unfavorable feedback evaluations. Negative feedback is registered as a threat to the self that needs to be countered, and evolutionary perspectives suggest that
negative emotions prepare us to handle such threats (Cosmides & Tooby, 2000). Lazarus (1991) theorized that negative feedback events trigger an emotion process (known as *primary appraisal*) that begins with feedback recipients assessing the personal meaning of the feedback. This appraisal process triggers responses (*secondary appraisals*) wherein feedback recipients assess their coping options, which include potential rejection of the feedback message (Ilgen et al., 1979).

The control precedence (Frijda, 1993) of the negative emotions aroused by negative feedback interferes with mindful processing of the message contents. The Easterbrook (1959) hypothesis suggests that anxious emotional states (characterized by high physiological arousal and negative valence) narrow the scope of perceptual attention (Cacioppo, Berntson, & Crites, 1996; Larsen & Diener, 1992). This narrowed attention is adaptive under certain circumstances (e.g., when one's life is in peril), but is detrimental in performance management contexts as attention shifts from the feedback message contents to the blow dealt to one's self-esteem. Rather than heedfully addressing the implications of the negative feedback for enhancing future performance, employees often revert to a self-protective mode that involves discounting the negative feedback (Audia & Locke, 2003; Miller & Ross, 1975). Thus, negative feedback interventions backfire when their intended cognitive effects (e.g., alerting people to performance-goal discrepancies) are derailed by negative emotional reactions (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). Belschak and Den Hartog (2009) found that intense bouts of disappointment and frustration are particularly likely in the wake of negative feedback. A flare-up of some negative emotion following negative feedback is inevitable (Cianci, Klein, & Seijts, 2010), and we focus in the next section on how positive emotions can undo resultant negative emotions.

**THE VALUE OF POSITIVE EMOTIONS**
Positive psychology researchers have built a compelling case that positive emotions play an important role in the regulation of negative emotions. Although positive emotions are fleeting, less intense, and less likely to capture our attention than negative emotions (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001), experiencing them can expedite people's recovery from negative emotional experiences and build resilience to future adversity (Fredrickson, 2000). Fredrickson's (2001) broaden-and-build hypothesis suggests that, in stark contrast with the narrowing of attention prompted by negative emotion, the broadened attention afforded by positive emotion prompts engagement in an expanded repertoire of behaviors and physical, intellectual, and social resources that ultimately prove adaptive by enabling people to recognize and take advantage of new opportunities (Fredrickson, 2000). Positive emotional states signal that the current situation is safe, and this safety signal promotes an explorative mindset that is associated with more inclusive mental categories, increased creativity, and greater receptivity to new ideas (see Isen, 2000, for a review). In essence, positive emotions undo negative emotions' stronghold on the mind (Fredrickson et al., 2000) and free people to accumulate resources that promote personal success.

In addition to speeding recovery from single stressful events (Fredrickson & Levenson, 1998), the enhanced coping enabled by positive emotions is implicated in more positive emotional experiences down the road (Fredrickson & Joiner, 2002), thus inspiring Fredrickson and her colleagues to write of an “upward spiral” of positive emotions. Although performance management and feedback researchers have not explicitly invoked broaden-and-build theory to account for the facilitating effect of positive emotions, authors have independently recognized the value of positive emotions in feedback contexts by linking positive experiences such as
reminders of past successes to increased interest in negative feedback (e.g., Trope & Neter, 1994; Trope & Pomerantz, 1998).

WHAT MANAGERS CAN DO TO FOSTER POSITIVE EMOTIONS

When delivering negative feedback to employees, managers can engage in certain behaviors that facilitate employees' experience of positive emotions and inclination to accept and use negative feedback. Several important elements of effective feedback delivery such as focusing on the issue or behavior rather than the person (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996; Whetten & Cameron, 2002) and making feedback timely and specific (Baron, 1988; Ilgen et al., 1979) are already well known. Engaging in these behaviors should lead to negative feedback being construed as constructive rather than destructive, but are likely not sufficient for fostering positive emotions in the feedback recipient.

Steelman, Levy, and Snell (2004) opened the door for an exploration of the softer skills necessary for effective feedback delivery. In the feedback delivery dimension of their Feedback Environment Scale, Steelman and colleagues (2004) noted that the consideration with which a supervisor delivers feedback affects subordinates' acceptance of the feedback. We assert that the interpersonal components of a negative feedback intervention are essential to employees' positive emotional experience and subsequent likelihood of translating feedback into meaningful actions for behavior change. We build on Steelman et al.'s (2004) suggestion to show consideration in feedback delivery by incorporating several concepts grounded in positive psychology including empathy, mindful-ness, and appreciative inquiry.

**Empathy**

*Empathy* is defined as the ability to understand and experience another's emotions (Kellett, Humphrey, & Sleeth, 2006). In displaying empathy, a supervisor conveys personal interest,
reassurance, and acceptance to the subordinate (Katz, 1963). Without empathy, the supervisor may degrade the perceptions of trust and credibility that are critical to feedback acceptance (Steelman et al., 2004). Kellett and colleagues (2006) distinguished passive empathy—wherein managers may feel sympathy for employees but fail to influence employees' emotions—from interactive empathy, wherein managers exhibit leadership by creating emotional ties with employees. The displays of warmth and concern that characterize interactive empathic responding defuse tension and enable people to cope with stressful events (O'Brien, DeLongis, Pomaki, Puterman, & Zwicker, 2009). Scott, Colquitt, Paddock, and Judge (2010) examined the implications of manager empathy for employee well-being; in particular, they found that employees with empathic managers experienced more positive affect in response to goal progress. Thus, by signaling that they are emotionally attuned to their employees, managers can help employees overcome their negative emotional reactions to the negative feedback and get back on track to achieving their work goals.

**Mindfulness**

A rapidly growing body of literature establishes mindfulness as a core skill that facilitates people's ability to navigate difficult experiences (see Dane, 2011, for a review in a management context). Mindfulness is a psychological state cultivated by objectively focusing attention on current experience (Brown & Ryan, 2003; Shear & Jevning, 1999). Thus, mindfulness entails acknowledging what one is thinking and feeling without judging these experiences (Kent & Davis, 2010). Although mindfulness is often invoked in therapeutic contexts in which individuals undergo extensive training (e.g., Kabat-Zinn, 1990), short-term interventions such as a 15-min focused breathing induction (Arch & Craskey, 2006) can facilitate people's ability to regulate
their emotions such that they can experience and sustain positive emotions in the aftermath of strain.

We propose that managers’ mindfulness has implications for employees' emotional reactions to and acceptance of the feedback. For managers, exercising mindfulness in a feedback-delivery context entails devoting full thought and attention to the situation at hand; thus, managers should concentrate on the feedback, the employee, and the employee's emotional reactions to the feedback. This necessitates limiting distractions (e.g., off-task thoughts, technological interferences such as email or text message alerts) that would inhibit a true sense of mindfulness. In the absence of mindfulness, managers are less likely to understand how their behavior affects employees, thereby diminishing managers' capacity to experience genuine empathy (Wachs & Cordova, 2007). On the receiving end, mindful feedback recipients may be less inclined to engage in the catastrophic thinking that often accompanies bad news (e.g., “This project was a disaster … My manager thinks I'm an idiot … She's never going to promote me…I am going to be stuck in this role for the rest of my career”).

Actively practicing mindfulness is at the discretion of the individual, and will come more easily to some (e.g., those who have experience with mindfulness-based practices such as meditation; Brown & Ryan, 2003), but all managers can make subtle comments to keep employees' attention focused on the situation at hand. For example, if an employee makes a remark about the long-term or imagined consequences of negative feedback (e.g., “I am such an idiot”), a manager can draw the employee's thinking back in to the present moment with a response such as “One isolated performance issue prompted this feedback. Let's focus on that specific issue.”

**Appreciative Inquiry and Visualization**
Appreciative Inquiry and guided visualization can also help managers foster positive emotions during negative feedback exchanges. Appreciative Inquiry (AI) is a method of asking questions that prompt thinking about the ideal state and positive potential (Cooperrider, Whitney, & Stavros, 2003). At the core of AI are the notions of appreciation—that the conversation should be positive and focus on best possible outcomes, and application—that solutions or ideas should be useful and actionable (Bushe & Kassam, 2005; Cooperrider & Srivastva, 1987). As such, managers can use AI to expand employees’ thinking about how to use negative feedback or address developmental or performance needs in ways that are positively focused but also outcome- and action-oriented. Asking questions such as “What kinds of benefits would you experience if you addressed this performance need?” or “If you had no constraints, how would you target this development need?” can help employees consider new possibilities and explore longer-term benefits of acting on the negative feedback, as opposed to dwelling on negative emotions aroused by the feedback. Bushe and Kassam (2005) noted that one reason AI is so effective is because it not only changes what people do, but also how they think. Over time, employees who have been coached through negative feedback events with an AI approach may begin to think differently about negative feedback—seeing it as a useful source of information that will help them to continuously improve performance.

Similarly, managers can use guided visualization to help employees attain better performance outcomes. Visualization has long been linked to improved performance for athletes (e.g., Ungerleider, 2005), and has more recently become a popular tool for coaching (Kauffman, 2006) and executive development (Loehr & Schwartz, 2001). Coaching employees to visualize a desired end-state at a high level of specificity may also foster positive emotions that ultimately engender improvements in performance (Kauffman, 2006; Loehr & Schwartz, 2001).
Visualization activates the same networks in the brain that are activated during the actual behavior (O'Malley, Ritchie, Lord, Gregory, & Young, 2009; Ungerleider, 2005), which may help the future actions or behaviors seem more familiar and less daunting. Guided visualization can be as straightforward as asking an employee: “What will success on this project look like to you?” or “When you have strengthened your presentation skills, how do you think people will react or respond to you differently?”

**Learning Goals**

Last, we propose that the manner in which managers help employees frame their goals following the receipt of negative feedback has implications for the effectiveness of negative feedback interventions. Although not traditionally regarded as a positive psychological concept, we argue that learning goals, which focus on increasing competence as opposed to demonstrating ability (Elliott & Dweck, 1988), are relevant because they reflect eudemonic well-being's emphasis on personal growth and environmental mastery (Ryff & Keyes, 1995). Further, learning goals are consistent with broaden-and-build theory's emphasis on the exploratory mindset prompted by positive emotions. That is, learning goals are explicitly linked to seeking out ways to enhance one's knowledge and face more challenging task demands (Dweck, 1986).

Research has demonstrated that having a learning goal orientation can assuage the effect of negative emotions on subsequent performance, whereas having a performance-avoid goal orientation exacerbates negative emotions and inhibits subsequent performance improvements (Cron, Slocum, VandeWalle, & Fu, 2005). Cron and colleagues (2005) suggested that managers can help employees overcome initial negative emotions by helping them frame their intentions for acting on negative feedback from the perspective of a learning goal orientation. In addition, Cianci, Schaubroeck, and McGill (2010) showed that simply assigning a learning goal has a
similar positive effect on performance following negative feedback. Not only do learning goals help employees overcome negative emotions, but also the adoption of learning goals is positively associated with interest (Harackiewicz, Barron, Carter, Lehto, & Elliott, 1997). Drawing on this stream of research, we suggest that managers can guide employees to overcome negative emotions, experience more positive emotion, and pursue improved performance by helping them set learning-oriented goals. For example, managers can make it clear that they will support employees' efforts to master a particular task (e.g., a new billing software), realizing that performance (e.g., number of bills sent out per day) may temporarily decrease while effort is channeled into “knowing rather than showing.”

**Looking Beyond the Negative Feedback Intervention**

Activating the pathway from feedback to performance is a core purpose of performance management. We propose that promoting positive emotions during negative feedback exchanges will increase feedback acceptance and implementation of feedback, which will facilitate performance improvement in the long term (e.g., Whitaker, Dahling, & Levy, 2007). In the following section, we lay out the pathways by which our suggested strategies can ultimately enable performance improvement.

We believe that arousing the positive emotion of interest by implementing the strategies outlined above is the key to capitalizing on the broadening and building effects of positive emotions and unlocking the positive effects of negative feedback interventions. Interest arises in environments perceived as safe and important and thought to offer novelty, challenge, and a sense of possibility (Izard, 1977). Interest is associated with the thought-action tendency of exploration, or the desire to increase knowledge and self-awareness. From the link between
interest and the desire to build knowledge and self-awareness, it follows that interested employees will be more likely to accept and use negative feedback.

Recurrent experience of interest and related positive emotions will in turn result in greater openness to feedback. Specifically, repeated exposure to interest-arousing feedback will facilitate the development of more positive feedback orientations (Linderbaum & Levy, 2010; London & Smither, 2002). Feedback orientation is a multidimensional individual difference construct that reflects employees' openness and receptivity to feedback and is positively correlated with feedback inquiry (Dahling, Chau, & O'Malley, 2010). We propose that through repeated exposure to negative feedback delivered in a positive fashion, employees will become more receptive to positive and negative feedback.

Avey, Wernsing, and Luthans (2008) observed a positive correlation between positive emotions and a constellation of psychological states organized under an umbrella known as positive psychological capital (PsyCap), which comprises (a) self-efficacy, or the confidence that one can succeed at difficult tasks; (b) optimism, or the expectation that one will succeed; (c) hope, or the energy and planning directed toward meeting one's goals; and (d) resilience, or rebounding from adversity (Luthans, Youssef, & Avolio, 2007). Of particular interest for our purposes is resilience, which has been differentiated from the other three PsyCap constructs in that it is proposed to either be predicted by them or moderate relations between them and other outcomes (Luthans, Vogelgesang, & Lester, 2006). Thus, resilience is a key lever for driving increases in the other psychological states comprising psychological capital. As employees experience the broadening and building effects of recurrent positive emotions within and beyond the context of negative feedback interventions and become more open to positive and negative feedback (i.e., develop a stronger feedback orientation), employees can be expected to recover or
bounce back from negative feedback with greater ease. This proposed pathway between feedback orientation and resilience reinforces how positive emotions can trigger a cascade of positive outcomes in the workplace (Fisk & Dionisi, 2010; Fredrickson & Joiner, 2002).

DISCUSSION

Optimally designed performance management systems provide employees with an authentic overview of their current state, thereby taking into account positive and negative aspects of performance (Ilies et al., 2005). In keeping with this balanced perspective on performance, we contend that negative performance feedback has value and can be delivered in a manner that is consistent with positive principles but that is also authentic to employees' capabilities. To increase the likelihood that negative feedback will be heedfully received, we propose several positive strategies that educators and practitioners can enact while delivering negative feedback (see Table 1). In accordance with Fredrickson's broaden-and-build theory (2000, 2001), we argue that implementing these strategies will arouse positive emotions that undo negative emotions and enhance the likelihood of participants accepting and using the contents of the negative feedback message. Further, we speculate that positive emotions can have profound downstream consequences such as facilitating performance and promoting the development of more positive feedback orientations (Linderbaum & Levy, 2010).

Implications for Research and Practice

Our emphasis on positive and negative emotions and constructs such as psychological capital reflects our commitment to experiences and states that are malleable and responsive to intervention (Luthans et al., 2008). We recognize that employees' responses to a stressor such as negative feedback will be influenced by their appraisals of the situation, the nature of the relationship with their manager, and by their capacity to process the experience, attach meaning
to it, and incorporate it into their belief systems (Rutter, 1985). This appraisal process is clearly influenced by dispositional factors. For example, people high on self-esteem, optimism, or internal locus of control have more positive appraisals of stressful events (Holahan & Moos, 1991; Schiaffino & Revenson, 1992) and are more likely to use problem-focused coping (e.g., Holahan & Moos, 1991). Although we accept that negative feedback is likely to resonate more or less with feedback recipients depending on their dispositional attributes, we maintain that explicitly attending to all of the individual differences that affect reactions to negative feedback is impractical and likely to discourage organization members from delivering negative feedback. A more valuable approach is to deliver negative feedback in a manner that enables all employees to benefit from it.

We hope that our recommendations for delivering negative feedback forge the way for the development and implementation of more holistic performance management systems that recognize and incentivize increases in employee well-being in addition to more traditional performance outcomes. Although pursuing employee well-being for its own sake is an enticing prospect, we realize that more substantive support may be necessary for these suggestions to be compelling to management educators and practitioners. A growing literature provides evidence for the positive organizational outcomes of employee well-being. It is well established that employees who are more satisfied in their jobs are less likely to be late or absent and have a lower risk of attrition (Spector, 1997). When employee well-being is low, the negative relationship between satisfaction and turnover is even stronger (Wright & Bonett, 2007). Wright, Cropanzano, and Bonett (2007) found that employee well-being moderates the relationship between job satisfaction and job performance, such that job performance was highest among employees who reported high personal well-being and job satisfaction. Lateness,
absenteeism, and attrition cost organizations billions of dollars annually, and the opportunity to even slightly reduce these counterproductive behaviors can have a significant effect on organizations' operating expenses (e.g., Griffeth & Hom, 2001). In addition, employees in the rising generation seek personal meaning and fulfillment from their jobs and generally want to find work enjoyable (Harter, Schmidt, & Keyes, 2002). From an attraction and recruitment standpoint, organizations touting a culture anchored by a performance management system that fosters employee well-being are likely to succeed in attracting top talent.

Gilbreath and Montesino (2006) acknowledged that manager behavior is a key component in fostering employee well-being. By engaging in behavior that promotes perceptions of interpersonal justice and facilitating employee development and flourishing, managers can create microcultures that foster employee well-being. As we suggest, managers can draw on a number of strategies to help foster employee well-being during particularly tense organizational moments that involve negative performance feedback. In particular, managers can help create more constructive negative feedback exchanges that do not diminish employee well-being by displaying interactive empathy, practicing and encouraging mindfulness, using Appreciative Inquiry and guided visualization techniques, and establishing learning goals rather than performance goals. Our recommendations extend existing feedback directives urging feedback givers to stave off defensive-ness by directing negative feedback toward the feedback recipients' observable behavior or performance rather than at stable aspects of the employees themselves (e.g., abilities, character, personality; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996; Whetten & Cameron, 2002). Our model provides a departure point for research examining the efficacy of attempts to arouse positive emotion in the wake of negative feedback. Field research must seek to establish that when negative feedback is presented in a way that fosters employee well-being, feedback
recipients spend less time on ego repair or rumination in the aftermath of negative feedback and are more inclined to constructively act upon the feedback. Once the effectiveness of the positive techniques has been empirically established in organizational settings, sights can be turned to developing and evaluating training programs cultivating empathy and mindfulness, or whichever combination of techniques is shown to be most effective. An added benefit of employing the positive techniques we propose is that in the process of embodying these techniques, managers themselves are likely to experience more positive emotions and become less reluctant to deliver negative feedback. This possibility invites research on emotional contagion processes in negative feedback interventions (e.g., Dasborough, Ashkanasy, Tee, & Tse, 2009) and the need to model shifts in the feedback giver and feedback recipients' feedback orientations.

CONCLUSION

Positive organizational scholars tend to focus on personal strengths at the expense of aspects of performance that could benefit from negative feedback interventions. Although the value of negative feedback for goal pursuit and improved performance is often overwhelmed by the negative emotional effect of negative feedback, we maintain that negative feedback is a crucial part of the performance management process and believe that infusing positive emotion into negative feedback interventions is the key to enhancing their effectiveness. Our proposed positive techniques are expected to dampen negative emotions and arouse interest in the aftermath of negative feedback, ultimately unlocking mechanisms for achieving higher levels of performance and employee well-being at work.
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### TABLE 1
How Supervisors Can Undo Negative Emotions and Foster Positive Emotions in Subordinates Following Negative Feedback Delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Empathy</td>
<td>Managers’ genuine experience and display of interactive empathy will positively influence employees’ emotional reactions to negative feedback events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindfulness</td>
<td>Managers must be fully present throughout the negative feedback intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appreciative Inquiry</td>
<td>Managers can use Appreciative Inquiry to expand employees’ thinking about how to use negative feedback by encouraging contemplation of ideal states and positive possibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization</td>
<td>Managers can use guided visualization to help employees fully realize desired outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal framing</td>
<td>Managers can conclude negative feedback interventions with the establishment of learning goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 1. Conceptual Model](image_url)